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The Impact of leadership on Cultural Safety®
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Why organisations focused on Behavioural Safety?

90% of all accidents are caused by human failure 
(Heinrich, 1950s)

True…. BUT

99%* of human failure is caused by the prevailing conditions
(Levin, 1930’s)



Universal Model of Culture



Golden Rule of Beliefs

The only thing that changes beliefs 
quickly is Trauma

Change the other elements of Culture and 
the Beliefs will follow 





Golden Rule of Talking Safety

It’s got to be safe to talk before 
you can talk about safety



Artefacts / environment
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Cultural clues   

‘Safety Officer’ 
Enforcing the rules”;

‘Safety Manager’
Responsible for managing all aspects of safety”; 

‘Safety Consultant’,
Supporting line management fulfil their HSE responsibilities 
and the company develop and improve it’s Safety Culture”.  



What is Cultural Safety?

A process which looks at what drives behaviours i.e.

Safety from the People perspective including;

– A Just Culture

– Human Factors and Psychology: Why we do what we do

– Leadership : Consistent and authentic



Where are you now?
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SCDL 5D Profile - Hutchison Ports, July 16

Hutchison Ports Felixstowe Harwich Executive All Managers Felix Hourly Felix Hourly Sh A Felix Hourly Sh B Felix Hourly Sh C Felix Hourly Sh D Felix Port Ops Felix Engineers Harwich PO Harwich Engineers

One organisation - multi site cultures 



Where are you now?



What is Culture?

A process which looks at what drives behaviours i.e.
from the people perspective including:

–A Just Culture: Leadership and an approach 
which is seen as fair and consistent

– Psychology: Why we do what we do

– Leadership : Consistent and authentic







The Substitution Test

Substitution Test,  Yes 
= Systemic Problem, 

Behavioural RCA 
Required

Would  the next 
person do the same 

thing? 



➢ Embed the good practice
➢ Shared learning
➢ Use as briefing for next job
➢ Praise / Reward / Recognition
➢ Changes to the process or equipment
➢ Educating
➢ Re-training
➢ Alerts or briefings
➢ Discipline of the manager
➢ Discipline of the individual

Developing a fair and just Culture

From reactive to proactive
From hiding risks to ‘learning’



What is Culture ?

– A Just Culture: Leadership and an approach which is 
seen as fair and consistent

–Psychology and human factors - Why
we do what we do

– Leadership : Consistent and authentic



4 misnomers

We think we’re good at communicating – when we’re not

We think people have understood - when they haven’t

We think people care as much as we do – when maybe they don’t 

We think telling people things is enough – when it isn’t 







This is a test to 
determine if you 
already have a 

corrupted mind.

If it is hard for you to 
find the dolphins 

within six seconds, 
your mind is indeed 

corrupted.



What is Cultural Safety®?

– A Just Culture: Leadership and an approach which is 
seen as fair and consistent

– Psychology: Why we do what we do

–Leadership : Consistent and authentic - INTEGRITY



Think of the best leader from your past ……

Leadership



Authentic

Fair

MotivatesIntegrity

Builds 
trust

Leads by 
example

Visible
Good 

Communicator

Calm

Actively 
Listens

Decisive

Caring
Supportive

Respectful

Encourages

Likes 
people

Consistent

Emotional Intelligence



Can anyone be a leader

Laffley

Darwin Smith

shaping a far more diverse, open, 

curious and courageous, connected and 
collaborative culture

It's about personal and organizational 
greatness” - practiced the virtues of 

magnanimity and humility, virtues specific to 
leader



tell people what they have done well  
now that’s +ve!

Everything else ask a “curious why”

(Educating, Mentoring, Coaching)

The golden rule in (safety) conversations







“60% accident reductions within a year
Sanjay Marne, HSE and ISO operations”

“We are now delivering a collective, consistent safety message across 
the business and to key clients”
Venessa Wise, Safety Director

“By understanding not just the what but the why people think we are 
where we are, we were able to gain an  in depth understanding of our 
culture and therefore improve on it”
Tony Roscoe, Behavioural Safety Lead

“78% reduction in LTI’s in 18 months”
Jennifer Swaim, Senior VP HSE

Does it work ?



Where are you now?

Engagement



Engagement - business performance and organisational risk



The four pillars of engagement

Engage for success task force



1) Strategic Narrative

WIIFM



2) Engaging managers

Engaged employees have 
managers who facilitate, 
empower, recognise and 
respect them.

Social – why our brains are wired to connect,
Matthew Lieberman



3) Employee Voice

Employee’s ability to speak out and the organisation being 
interested in what the employee has to say and responding to 
those views. 



4) Living the values - Integrity

offices

factory



• Distracted
• Anxious
• Think less clearly
• Workplace and colleagues 

more hostile
• Reduced Memory
• Poor Performance
• Weakened immune system

Engagement Creating Resilience

• Positive
• More focused
• Willing to Collaborate
• More able to learn
• Creative
• Innovative
• Willing to get involved
• Collaborative

Safety

Productivity

Quality
Wellbeing

Resilience

Retention and 
recruitment

Brand

Hilary Scarlett 2014



The impact of engagement

Leaders should have -

No narcissism of small differences!

CARING

Hard- Girling Integrated Improvement model 



Engagement - The evidence



Does it work ?

Engage for success state that those organisations with engagement 
in the bottom quartile averaged 62% more accidents than those in 

the top quartile (Gallup, 2006).

“The single greatest influence on safety, profitability and productivity 
within an organization… is the ability of leaders to spend more time and 

effort developing and recognizing their people, welcoming feedback, 
including criticism, and fostering co-operation among staff.” 

"Improved employee engagement in the vital subject of safety, 
with significant productivity and efficiency improvements as a 
result“
Russ McCallion
Group HR Director (Brookfield Asset management)



Gallup (2014) found that when employees are engaged they are:

• thriving, 
• agile 
• resilient

.



Have you CIA 
potential?




